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1. Summary

1.1. About
Orion Satellite is dedicated to delivering innovative satellite technology to enable better 
communication for remote businesses.  They became a customer for ProductEngine at the end of 
2019 and have standardised 80% of their product offering, reducing human error, centralising 
control of pricing and product offerings.

1.2. Challenges
‣ Sales proposals were manually managed from a template which meant inconsistent pricing and 

product bundles, and human error.

‣ Inconsistent proposals impacted forecasting for the sales team and other departments, including 
service delivery.

1.3. Solution
‣ Orion Satellite has been using ProductEngine since the end of 2019.

‣ They created a structure and templates before building out the product catalogue into 
ProductEngine which ensured management and business functions were able to have their say 
in the structure.

‣ In ProductEngine, they’ve set up rules and bundled products into solutions to eliminate sales 
mistakes during quoting.

‣ Each product includes description, such as parameters or prerequisites about the product or the 
service to provide to the customer.
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1.4. Results
✓ ProductEngine eliminated the need for spreadsheets and workarounds.

✓ Sales is mandated to only sell what is in ProductEngine.

✓ ProductEngine is seen as the starting point for all of our business processes. If it’s not in 
ProductEngine, it doesn’t exist.
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ProductEngine has enabled us to rein in our 
sales team and stop them selling whatever 

the f*** they want.

— Tony Armstrong Head of Products
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Orion Satellite restructured 
their business processes 
from sales to finance to 
delivery with  
Product Engine.
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2. Orion Satellite

2.1. About Orion
Orion strives to be the best satellite provider in Australia & New Zealand. Orion is a division of IPA 
Group, specialising in satellite services and different types of satellite communication. They are one 
of only two infrastructure operators in Australia. This means they own their satellite. 
 
From start to finish, every project they work on is delivered by Orion staff resulting in a quick and 
seamless process. 
 
As part of the IPA Group, and through their global Thaicom network, they have over $3.5 billion 
dollars of assets in space, showing a real commitment to being the foremost provider of satellite 
services in the Southern Hemisphere. 
 
As well as their local experts, they have access to an extensive directory of satellite experts. 
 
Orion focuses on delivering connectivity via a local, personable and approachable team, backed by 
global infrastructure and innovation. Avoid frustrating call centres and talk directly with their friendly 
experts when you need to. 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2.2. Orion’s Challenges
Orion Satellite’s product catalogue is quite complex. There are roughly 50 product line items which 
are simple enough, but one product can have several parameters and it’s not the same parameters 
across each product. This results in between 200-300 different combinations for sales 
representatives to quote. Add to that, the sales team is spread across Sydney and Perth making 
them even more reliant on technology. 
 
In addition to a complex product catalogue, for years the sales team had a template they would 
populate manually, PDF and email to the customer. Unfortunately, it wasn’t clear how pricing was 
determined. What one sales representative populated wasn’t consistent with another sales 
representative. 
 
There was no central control. In fact, no pricing control or product portfolio and that caused a lack of 
predictability for the organisation. For example, the team couldn’t forecast sales or plan for delivery. 
 
Upon joining the company, Head of Products, Tony Armstrong’s first task was to tidy up the product 
portfolio.

Tony and his small team had a quick look within their current tech stack to see if it might offer a 
solution. There was some product functionality but not without a few workarounds or integrations. It 
was a bit of luck that Tony crossed paths with ProductEngine’s CEO, Matt Hollis when he was 
visiting their office building. 
 
“Matt was in our office for other purposes and he said, “Hey, have a look at ProductEngine”. And of 
course, we could immediately see the benefits”.
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“I started by documenting the product catalogue in Excel. But managing the portfolio in 
Excel relied upon the salesperson to cut and paste what’s in the spreadsheet into their 
proposal document. It centralised what we could sell and the pricing but it was still prone 
to error and human intervention”
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2.3. The Solution
Orion Satellite implemented ProductEngine in late 2019, and from the start they planned the roll out. 
Tony and his team spent a good few weeks preparing templates and establishing the right structure 
for their product range. The template and rules were modified as new products were set up in the 
structure. 
 
“I would socialise the structure with the management team and seek inputs from different functional 
groups. That’s how ProductEngine became more than a product catalogue; it’s part of our business 
operations,” said Tony. 
 
ProductEngine’s ability to place rules around products and a bundling option has also been key to 
the businesses quoting success. 
 
“Within ProductEngine I can build in rules. For example, if you have a blue widget then you can’t 
have a yellow widget or you could have a purple widget with blue but not red. We built in a few of 
these styles of rules to minimise mistakes while sales were quoting. 
 
The other thing I like about ProductEngine is the bundling. When there are a bunch of products that 
typically operate together, we have bundled those into a single product in ProductEngine. Rules and 
bundling allows us to provide the sales reps with choices on what to quote but also constrain them 
too - so they don’t break the rules in what we can actually deliver,” said Tony. 
 
Finally, Tony’s team also ensured that each product in ProductEngine included a description. For 
example, for a particular product there might be different terms and conditions or instructions for the 
sales team. So not only can sales quote, but they can gather information, such as parameters or 
prerequisites about the product or the service to provide to the customer. 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2.4. Results
ProductEngine was a game changer for Orion Satellite. Firstly, it eliminated the need for 
spreadsheets and workarounds. Secondly, ProductEngine added the control over quoting and 
predictability that Orion Satellite needed. 
 
“Now with ProductEngine, we can centrally control what is added to a quote. And as part of 
introducing ProductEngine, we also mandated that the sales team could only quote what was in 
ProductEngine. But of course, you know, there’s the 80/20 rule where  80% of the business we go 
after is standard and can be picked from a catalogue, and then there’s 20% that’s not. I’ve spent a 
bit of time standardising the 80% and getting it into ProductEngine but, what I find particularly great 
about ProductEngine is managing the custom 20%. I can quickly accommodate that in 
ProductEngine either as a custom option or we introduce it as a standard product based on this new 
opportunity. ProductEngine allows me to do that quickly so, in turn, the sales team can prepare the 
quote quickly. 
 
ProductEngine is seen as the starting point for all of our business processes. If it’s not in 
ProductEngine, it doesn’t exist. And it’s a trigger for departments outside of sales. For example, 
ProductEngine feeds into Finance, so they can invoice quickly and accurately. Whereas our service 
delivery department is notified of new delivery  
requirements. And it is connected to our CRM which keeps the Support team informed. 
ProductEngine is seen as a foundation stone in the organisation and it’s our single source of truth 
for our product range,” continued Tony.
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3. Future Planning at Orion
At the moment, ProductEngine is almost stand-alone. The sales team can generate a quote, which 
once signed off will be stored in the CRM. Tony plans for a tighter integration into the business, 
whereby adding a product in ProductEngine also populates that product into Orion Satellite’s CRM 
automatically. Eventually, we’ll roll out other capabilities in ProductEngine, such as quote discounts 
and approval process but the integration is the first priority. 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Product Engine is a single source of truth, simplifying the 
management, collaboration, sync and tracking of product & pricing 
information.

Learn more at ProductEngine.app


